Three-dimensional dynamics of a particle with a finite energy of magnetic anisotropy in a rotating magnetic field.
A model of a single ferromagnetic particle with a finite coupling energy of the magnetic moment with the body of the particle is formulated, and regimes of its motion in a rotating magnetic field are investigated. Regimes are possible that are synchronous and asynchronous with the field. In a synchronous regime the easy axis of the particle is in the plane of the rotating magnetic field at low frequencies (a planar regime) and on the cone at high frequencies (a precession regime). The stability of these regimes is investigated, and it is shown that the precession regime is stable for field strengths below the critical value. In a particular range of field strength value, irreversible jumps of the magnetic moment take place in the asynchronous planar regime. The stability of this regime is investigated, and it is shown that it is stable for field strengths above the critical value, which depends on the frequency. The implications of these results for the energy dissipation in a rotating field are analyzed, and it is shown that the maximum of the heat production near the transition to the synchronous regime is flattened out by the transition to the precession regime.